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The versatile assortment of HOYER seats, slings and stretchers 
provides the optimal care and a comfortable application. Persons with 
restricted mobility can either use the seat belts by themselves or can 
have them put on by a care-person. 
HOYER offers the right support for each purpose: for the fast lifting or for  
the longer transport. The material is chosen according to the purpose. 
With each sling, we deliver instructions for the application and a washing 
instruction. 

Please heed the instruction manual and the notes about the 
safe application. 

49-Sa: the seat with many possibilities 

49-Sa special seat, one-piece, item. No. 91410.
A well compatible seat for almost each user and almost each lifting 
situation. 
The special seat 49-Sa is suitable for the transport, for the bathtub and 
also as toilet sling. Thanks to the leg tabs, it can be put on easily in sitting 
and in lying position, lifting off the ground is possible easily. The belt 
straps with different loops leave the choice between a transport in 
sedentary or half lying position. 

Mobile Hoists    Overhead Lifting Cassette with Track     Stand-up aids   
Pool-Lifter      Stairlifts     Elevators for handicapped persons      Special Constructions 

! The right solution for 
each application 

! Matching to all HOYER-
Lifters 

! Simplest handling 

! Transport supported and 
protected 

HOYER  helping devices: 
Rise, sit, lie 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



49-Sa/KK, item no. 91411: 49-Sa/K, item no. 91412: 49-N/KK, item no. 91298: 
Specia l se at w ith  int egr ate d Special seat with foldable Special seat with integrated headrest 
headrest headrest The new seat made of polyester with high 
Two plastic inserts in the back and a With the possibi lities of the headrest gives specifically weak persons a 
higher backrest give additional  special seat 49-Sa, equipped good hold. 
support to the upper body and head add iti ona lly  wit h a fol dab le 
of the user. headrest, that is put around the 

head like a hood. 

Size table for the slings 49 

S (child)  red ribbon   up to 70 kg
M (teenager) yellow ribbon up to 100 kg
L (adult) green ribbon up to 130 kg
XL blue ribbon up to 175 kg
XXL strengthened brown ribbon up to 300 kg

For the leg-straps, coatings from artificial fur are available (item no. 91420).

45-N, item no. 91284
Toilet seat with belt around the chest fixing itself by the lifting 
progress
A comfortable seat for rising, dressing and toilet (material polyester) 

36-Po: the timesaving pair of belts for short lifting movements, also available with fur coating

36-Po, item no. 91350        36-Po/F, item no. 91351           36-Po EXTRA WIDE, item no. 91352

The pair of seat belts 36-Po is intended for short, timesaving lifting movements, e.g. for moving on the toilet. The belts 
are put on easily also in lying. Detachable Antidecubitus-coating (artificial fur) allow an application in many situations. 
Seat belts and fur-coating are also available in „EXTRA WIDE “. 
Not suitable for every patient - please heed the instruction manual. 



Normal-seat and backrest                       Comfort seat and Combination seat  -  for the comfortable transport 

Normal-seat and backrest 29-Sa 
and 32-Sa with pair of chains 27: 
approved since 40 years
The combination of backrest 29-Sa 
(Item No. 91206) and normal seat 
32-Sa (Item No. 91308) is an 
approved application for lifting and 
transport. The seat is available also 
with hygiene opening - version 33-
Sa (Item No. 91312).  Seat and 
backrest can be used with chains 
27, adjustable in small steps (Item 
No. 91201) or belts 27-G (Item no. 
91202).
Here shown with addit ional 
headrest 37-C (Item No. 91380)

Comfort seat 34-SaW Combination seat 39-Sa/G
 Item no. 91501 Item no. 91701

These seats are well suited for a longer stay of the user and particularly 
recommended for leg-amputated users. In the version from canvas (S) it can 
be lined with Antidecubitus - fur. Comfort seat and Combination seat are 
available also with hygiene opening.

For the application with transfer to 
the toilet 
Pair of toilet belts 43-C/K (Item no. 
91381) with one-piece chain. The 
combination is recommended with 
the backrest 29-CÜ (Item. No. 91211) 
in long implementation (87 cm). The 
arms are always outside the belt. 
Recommended material: Covertex 
(C). 

For rising, undressing for the toilet and for the transfer: 

Multi seat 50-Sa, item no. 91470           Multi seat 50-Sa/KK, item no. 92248 

The clamping belts close around the chest when lifting, the leg belts are slung 
around the thighs (leg-belts detachable on demand). The user is lifted exactly 
sedentary and can stay longer time in the belt. 

Size table
29: Length of belt 72 cm 
32, 33: Length of cloth 92 cm, seating 72 cm
29- Ü Length of belt 87 cm
32- Ü: Length of cloth 107 cm, seating 87 cm

For 29-Sa and 32-Sa, artificial fur coatings are available. 



The HOYER lifting frames offer 
two variations for the safe 
transfer. The lifting frame type. 
No. 71508 allows - application 
without leg-holders  - a short-
term raising. The hugger 71603 
encloses the upper body up to 
the back. The production from 
stainless steel makes possible 
the use in swimming pools. 

HOYER lifting frame Item no. 71508     HOYER lifting frame Item no. 71603

From sitting to supine position - and vice versa

The HOYER-tilting bar makes it possible to lift a patient simply 
and safely from sedentary position and to put him down in lying 
position  and vice versa. The accessory is suitable for mobile 
hoists and overhead systems likewise. Slings are available in 
different sizes.

Tilting bar with adapter for overhead system, manually 
adjustable, Item no. 71562
Tilting bar with adapter for overhead system, electrically 
adjustable, **special control in lifter and hand control with 
additional function necessary** Item no. 71563

Tilting bar with adapter for HOYER mobile hoists, manually 
adjustable, Item no. 92239
Tilting bar with adapter for HOYER mobile hoists, electrical-
ly adjustable, **special control in lifter and hand control with 
additional function necessary**, item no. 92240

48-P/L: Item no. 91237
Special seat (material polyester), with headrest, with 
metal hanging eyes - to be used only with HOYER 
Tilting Bar

48-Sa / L: Item no. 91241
Special seat (mesh-type, suitable for bath), with 
headrest, with metal hanging eyes  - to be used only 
with HOYER Tilting Bar 



Rising and standing

The cushion roll 40-Po and the vests 44-P/A, 52-Sa and 60-Sa can be 
used with the HOYER rising aid (series ALH) or the rising pedestal 
(available for all HOYER mobile hoists). They can be used to lift the 
upper part of the patient's body, to prepare persons for the toilet, 
changing the diapers of incontinent patients and for the transfer.

Vest for rising 44 P/A Vest for rising and dressing 52-Sa Cushion roll 40-Po 
Item no. 91341 (Belt length 70cm / Size M) Item no. 91474 (chest width up to 100cm) Item No. 91340
Item no. 91342 (Belt length 90cm / Size L) Item no. 91475 (chest width bigger than 100cm). The soft roll is fixed by Velcro in front 
Item no. 91343 (Belt length 130cm / Size XL) The vest for rising and dressing 52-Sa has a of the chest. The user comes safely 
The vest for rising (material polyester) is clamping belt and gives a secure hold to the user. to a standing position.  
upholstered comfortably with Aero-Tex flexible 
foam and has a removable cover of artificial 
fur. It is closed in front of the chest by plastic 
clips.

Vest for rising 60-Sa (material mesh-type)
Item no. 92013
The vest for rising 60-Sa is upholstered with Aero-Tex flexible foam. It is 
closed in front of the body by means of plastic clips. The high backrest spreads 
the tension on the patient’s back and makes it possible to rise the patient 
without discomfort.
Available in different sizes.

Chest belt 51 
The chest belt faciliates dressing and 
supports the user e.g. with walking 
practice. It is closed in front of the chest 
by Velcro. The size is selected according 
to the chest size of the user. Please 
order matching according to the chest's 
size of the user. 

The body harness (Item no. 91 951)
 is an ideal aid for people who depend 
on assistance for walking. It is placed 
around the chest and upper body as 

well as around the legs, gives the nee-
ded security for walking exercises and 
prevents a feeble patient from falling.

As walking aid and for supported standing



All our slings are available in different materials. 

Synthetic fiber, mesh-type (Sa; polyester mesh-type) is suitable for bathing and 
washing. The water runs easily through the big fibers of the tissue. 

Canvas (S; Cotton) is skin friendly and well-suited for a long stay in the seat. 

Covertex (C; Syntex) has a gummed surface suitable for wiping. 

Support for the indepen-
dent transfer

HOYER carriage with brake
with rigid ladder or rope-ladder

The carriage with brake, in combination 
with a rigid ladder or a rope-ladder, gives 
handicapped persons with remains of 
mobility the possibility e.g. to rise them-
selves and to change their position. The 
carriage is used with the standard 
HOYER overhead track. The brake is 
operated by the weight of the patient

HOYER carriage with 
brake, type HSW 80 
with snap hook, 
item no. 71540

Rigid ladder with three rungs (stainless 
steel)  for HOYER carriage, 

item no. 71541

Rope-ladder with several rungs for HOYER carriage, 
item no. 71543

Stretcher with Cross bar L-95, Item no. 91902
The one-piece cloth of the stretcher with cross 
bars is stabilized by two poles put in at the side. 
Please heed: stretcher with cross bars is delivered 
with hook, an adaptor with eyelet at the lift is 
necessary.

Bar with eight point suspension, item no. 91942 
With the weight adjustment at the bar, you can take care  that 
the user always hangs horizontally. Fixed with snap hook, 
adaptor with eyelet at the lift necessary. Material stainless steel 
(VA).
58-1-Sa, item no. 91970: One-piece stretcher, synthetic fiber, 
mesh-type, suitable for bath

For the transport in supine position: 

For comfortable sitting position:
Cross-bar with four point suspension
Item no. 92 243 (size L) or
Item no. 92 242 (size S).

The cross-bar allows you to hook the belt 
loops for back and leg parts in a certain 
distance. The user is transported in an 
slightly  reclined  position.



Chairs for shower and toilet made of stainless steel

The chairs are provided with four eyelets for the suspension with belts, so that a simple and safe combination with 
HOYER-Lifts is possible. So you can use the chairs e.g. together with the HOYER overhead system in swimming-pools 
and therapy basins. 

The chairs are equipped with frames of stainless steel and anatomical formed plastic seats. The seat is provided with 
holes to let the water flow; on demand the chairs can be provided with a toilet seat or with a seat with hygiene opening. 
The armrests can be folded or removed completely on demand. 

Chair and stretcher made of stainless steel

width of

seat

depth of

seat

height of

seat

width with eyes

for suspension /

with armrest

length height weight

Chair, item no. 

71577

41 cm 35 cm 45,5 cm 50 cm / 54 cm 60 cm 89 cm 11 kg

Chair with castors, 

item no. 71576

41 cm 35 cm 58,5 cm 50 cm / 54 cm 73 cm (incl.

castors)

103 cm 14 kg

The chairs are easy-care, 
water resistant and rust 
proof. The model with 
castors can be used addi-
tionally for the transport .

With the HOYER stretcher (with a clothing made of mesh-type synthetic fiber, item no. 71600, or with a cover made of 
plastic, item no. 71601), optionally available with a carriage (item no. 71605), patients can be lifted and transported 
e.g. in swimming pools and therapy pools in and out of the water. It can be easily adapted to the HOYER overhead lift or 
to the HOYER pool lift HSGL and is so of versatile use in care and treatment.

HOYER stretcher and carriage are made of stainless steel and are equally suitable for indoor and outdoor pools. For the 
convenience of the patient, the slope of the head part can be adjusted in three positions.

The carriage has steerable wheels, two of which are equipped with brakes. The stretcher is protected by angle brackets 
from slipping, but can be removed easily. The tube frame can be handeled and held at any point easily by the careper-
son.



Subject to technical alterations. Pictures = Examples for possible designs. 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our company is producing rehabili- the users and to the relief of the HOYER also produces Poo l-
tation aids for people with handi- care-persons . Our  app liances Lifters, elevators for handicapped 
caps for now 50 years. The mobile correspond to the needs of the persons, stairlifts or platform-lifts 
HOYER-L i f te r  and HOYER users, as well as the care-persons, and other innovative develop-
Overhead Systems essentia lly and to the newest requirements of ments. 
contribute to the independence of technique and legislation. 

HOYER GmbH    Industriepark HOYER   Elsa-Brandström-Str. 7  D-35510 Butzbach 
Tel.: +49(0)6033-9652-0  Fax +49(0)6033-965252 www.hoyer-lifter.com info@hoyer-lifter.com

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Swivel bars in different variation

The swivel bars of our lifters are designed with four hooks in a way that the slings can be attached simply and safe. 

Swivel bars for overhead lifts

Swivel-bar for overhead lift, bent Swiv el-b ar fo r ove rhea d lif t, Swivel joint with axial pivot Swivel join t with axial  pivot 
form, with axial pivot bearing, item straight form, with axial pivot bearing, operating plate and bearing, operating plate and  
no. 71500 bearing, item no. 71498 eyelet, item no. 71520 eyelet, item no. 71520

Swivel bar with swivel hook, Swivel bar with swivel hook, 
bent form, item no. 92201 straight form, item no. 92211

Swivel bars for mobile hoists

Swivel bar, suspension by  flat bar, Swivel bar, suspension by  flat bar, Swivel joint with eyelet, item Swivel joint with eyelet, item no. 
bent form, item no. 92210 straight form, item no. 92202 no. 92218 92218

Swivel bar with swivel hook, Swivel bar with swivel hook, 
bent form, item no. 92201 straight form, item no. 92211

For the versatile use:
Swivel bars with swivel hooks can be easily hooked to an eyelet and easily be removed. So you can change e.g. bet-
ween the use of a hugger or a swivel bar with slings or equip the lift with a scale.
Swivel bars are available also in stainless steel for the use in pools or wet areas.

Digital scale with and without calibration

HOYER digital scale AWH-HOY - calibrated
Item no. 92059
The calibrated digital scale AWH-HOY has a weighting scale of 
200 kg and a division of 100g. With its overall height if ca. 20,5 
cm, the swivel bar is already adapted, no additional parts are 
needed. 

HOYER digital scale 
Item-no. 92058
An independent, portable scale with a weighting scale 
of 200kg in steps of 100g (no calibration possible). 
HOYER-Lifters can be easily equipped with that scale.

The system fulfils the EC-
guideline 90/383/EWG, is 
calibrated in class III and 
fulfils the conditions of the 
German law for Medical 
Products (MPG).

(As adaptor an eyelet and 
a swivel bar with swivel 
hook are necessary, see 
above).
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